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Abstract
An increasing amount of vehicular emissions in urban air pollution create a health risk for urban residents.
Meanwhile, calculation and analysis of vehicular pollution using GPS trajectories and microscopic models
is getting more popular as this method proves to be more useful and reliable in comparison to other
methods. However, GPS-trajectory-based estimations suffer from the lack of GPS data and absence of
validation/calibration of estimated emission amounts. Another problem is in the assessment of pollution
levels using GPS trajectories as previous studies only consider changes in total vehicular emissions and
ignore air quality guideline levels. In this paper, the methodology and preliminary results of experiments
conducted for imputation of missing emission data are reported. An existing graph convolutional network
model which is designed to predict traffic flows is adopted to estimate vehicular emissions in Pisa. This
approach is based on the assumption that the same model can predict traffic emissions as a traffic flow
and resulting emission are correlated. In the end of the paper, there is a discussion of future research
directions planned to be taken during my PhD period to address issues in the estimation, analysis and
mitigation of exposure to vehicular emissions in cities.
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1. Introduction

Ambient air pollution is one of the main barriers to the sustainable development of urban areas,
which are expanding fast recently [1]. Air pollution is a more serious concern in cities than in
rural areas as cities are densely populated. Also, primary sources of anthropogenic emissions,
such as energy production and transportation, are concentrated around urban clusters. As a
result, the concentration of air pollutants causes low air quality in cities, with more and more
people exposed to air pollution every year. This problem can have severe effects on public
health and the economy, which is why the United Nations call to reduce the adverse per capita
environmental impact of cities [2].

We focus on estimation and mitigation of vehicular emissions as it is harder to estimate and
control emissions of tens of thousands cars traveling. In contrast, it is relatively easy to control
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industrial air pollution caused by fewer stationary factories. While the number of cars in cities
is increasing, the total emission amount of some vehicular pollutants continues to rise despite
emission standards set [3]. In order to quantify vehicles’ emissions, studies using GPS traces
offer the best trade-off between the highly-detailed human mobility [4, 5] and representative
vehicle fleet [6, 7]. A number of recent studies [6, 8, 9] assess spatial and temporal distributions
of vehicular emissions using estimations from vehicular trajectories. Some of these studies help
to quantify the impact of existing green mobility policies [8], next-generation routing principles
for vehicles [9] or electrification of gross polluters [6] in terms of the decrease in emissions.

However, existing literature has some gaps to be addressed: firstly, most of the currently
available trajectory datasets cover only a portion of all vehicles and roads in the road network. So,
to have a more complete view of spatial and temporal emission patterns, network management
requires an inventory of vehicular emissions that represent the whole population. Another
issue is that previous studies have not validated or calibrated emission estimations using ground
truth data. Emissions are estimated using microscopic emission functions which take some
input parameters inferred from GPS points (such as the speed and acceleration), and some
vehicle-related information (engine size, age, etc.). There is also a drawback in the assessment
of emissions’ mitigation policies as previous studies only consider changes in total emissions
and ignore air quality guideline levels [10]. For example, the air quality in some parts of a city
can get worse while total vehicular emissions decrease.

In this paper, I list existing models in missing road network data imputation to be adopted,
with preliminary results of experiments (Section 2). In the end (Section 3), I present planned
activities on future directions of my research.

2. Mising Data Imputation

Because of the limited amount of data collected, the problem of sparse emission data on spatial
distribution of urban roads is common. Although there is no study which tries to impute missing
emission values on the spatial distribution, there are several new researches [11, 12, 13, 14]
which use state-of-the-art approaches to estimate various road features. Some of these models
are claimed to be task-agnostic [12, 13], while others are task-specific [11, 14]. However, task
specific models are used to estimate missing traffic flows. We decided to consider [11] and
[14] as well, taking an assumption that traffic flows and vehicular emissions should have a
correlation.

Some of the studies mentioned above [11, 12] recommend applying graph convolutional
network (GCN), which is a special type of neural networks adopted from computer vision, to
impute road network data. GCN is useful in missing data imputation (MDI) on road networks
as it can work with graph-structured data. In other words, using geographic location and other
features of graph entities (roads or road intersections), target feature values can be estimated
based on similarities between embedded vector representations of those entities. Among existing
GCN models applied on missing road network data imputation, SI-GCN [11] appears to be
task-specific (estimating traffic flows only), while RFN is task-agnostic and has been used to
in driving speed estimation and speed limit classification [12]. Also, SI-GCN estimates traffic
flows not on roads, but between geographic units of a city, while RFN has a more microscopic



approach and estimates target features on road segments.
Another novel approach in missing road network data imputation is the application of graph

embedding separately to obtain vector representation of the road network entities and using
that data to estimate the target variable [13, 14]. Graph embedding is adopted from word
embedding [15] and aims to estimate target feature values based on similarities between vector
representations of road segments or geographic units. Spatial Structure-Aware Road Network
Embedding Model (SARN) is the only task-agnostic and microscopic model predicting feature
values on the road-level. The model has been used to predict several features, like road property,
trajectory similarity and shortest-path distance [13]. The other model, Geocontextual Multitask
Embedding Learner (GMEL), is task-specific and estimates commuting flows between geographic
units [14], which similar to what SI-GCN does.

Apart from comparing different models of MDI, we succeeded to run experiments with
SI-GCN during the first semester of the PhD research. In Subsection 2.1, we describe SI-GCN
model and report preliminary results obtained from experiments with SI-GCN.

2.1. Experiments with SI-GCN and Preliminary Results

SI-GCN model is based on the given idea: Given two flows f𝑖𝑗 and f𝑚𝑛, if the origins v𝑖 and v𝑚,
as well as destinations v𝑗 and v𝑛 are similar, then these two flows should have approximately
equivalent intensities. The model considers two similarities: closeness of attributes between
geographical units (the first-order similarity) and neighborhood structural proximity between
geographical units in a spatial interaction network (the second-order similarity) [16].

The architecture of the model consists of three main modules, which are the spatial rep-
resentation layer, the encoder and the decoder. The dataset accessed is T-Drive [17], which
has taxi trajectories in Beijing during 5 days between 13-17 May in 2013. In the first part, the
model captures the spatial representation of taxi flows. Specifically, this layer constructs the
local graph of geographic units with taxi flows connecting them, conducts negative sampling
and organizes features of each geographic unit - grid. Grids are created by a squared spatial
tessellation of 30x30, while taxi flows represent the number of taxi trips between two grids
during five days. Next, the encoder generates vector representation for each geographical
unit with graph convolution. Finally, the decoder generates missing flows from the vector
representation.

The model has been experimented by its designers on the dataset of T-Drive and evaluated
using root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and common
part of commuters (CPC). SI-GCN outperformed three baseline mobility models with MAPE
value of 24.3%. We adapted the model to the emission dataset of Pisa (available in our laboratory
at ISTI-CNR), where aggregated emission values are mapped to road segments of Pisa. An
emission amount mapped to each road segment represents aggregated CO2 amount emitted by
cars on a given road in 2017. These values are calculated using a microscopic model [1] from
vehicular trajectories dataset provided in our laboratory.

The adaptation of the model is in the following way: instead of dividing the city into geo-
graphic units and representing them as nodes, we consider road intersections as nodes in a
graph representation of the network. Consequently, links between nodes represent road seg-
ments, where the task of the model is to estimate CO2 emissions (instead of traffic flow) on road



segments with missing data. Also, we constructed 26 various features for road intersections in
contrast to 3 features (centroid coordinates, the number of pick-ups and the number of drop-offs
of grids) used in the original model. A larger number of features is supposed to improve the
model performance as suggested by the authors of SI-GCN [16].

Preliminary results after repeating the experiment for 3 times show 80-85% of MAPE. This
result is still lower than 100%, but significantly higher than MAPE of 24.3%. The main problem
is that the model underestimates extremely high emission values, sometimes by 6 times. In
the next section, we try to discuss possible reasons of SI-GCN’s lower performance rate and
reconsider our methodology for MDI.

3. Discussion and Future Directions

It is worth to discuss preliminary results to define the shape our research direction in MDI
(Subsection 3.1). Also, we share some ideas to be applied during the next steps of the research.

3.1. Data Imputation & Enrichment

Lower performance of SI-GCN during our experiments can be attributed to several reasons. First,
many of neighboring road intersections are close to each other and have stronger similarity in
comparison to spatial grids used in the original model (which are easier to distinguish). Having
many similar nodes (road intersections), SI-GCN might not be able to estimate extremely low
or high emission values. In this case, more features of road intersections might needed to let
the model find such a feature which can capture differences between different pairs of nodes.
Another implication can be that node-related information on a primal graph (where roads are
edges and intersections are nodes) simply cannot help to estimate emissions on edges. In this
case, we can use dual graph representation, where nodes represent road segments, while links
between road segments would represent intersections of roads. RFN can be a good alternative
to be experimented as the author considers sparsity of a road network, road-related features,
and shows that road networks have volatile homophily [12]. Volatile homophily means that
there are neighborhoods where roads have similar values in the traffic flow or driving speed.
However, the value can significantly change at intersections of road segments having different
types (e.g., between a residential street and a motorway).

RFN consists of K relational fusion layers (K ≥ 1) and takes the node, edge, and between-edge
attributes as inputs. These inputs are propagated through each layer, where each layer has
a node-relational and edge-relational fusion. It helps to learn representations from the node-
relational and edge-relational views. Node relational fusion is performed on a primal graph
where road intersections represent nodes, while edge-relational fusion is based on a dual graph
where roads represent nodes. Dual graph attributes are constructed by aggregating node and
between-edge attributes. The aggregation function also has an attention function to exclude
noise-contributing neighbors. While performing aggregation during the fusion, a relational
fusion operator allows RFN to rely on homophily only conditionally.

An alternative method to capture graph structure of road networks and use edge-relative
information is edge embedding learning (SARN [13]). The advantage of embedded learning
is that vector representation of the network data can be used to predict the target feature



with a simple prediction model (the model depends on the feature to be predicted). SARN is
task-agnostic as its embedding is based on self-supervised graph contrastive learning (GCL).
The basic idea of GCL is based on generation of a pair of graph variants (i.e., graph views)
by augmenting the graph G. This includes masking random edges or vertex attributes. Next,
vertices (road segments) are mapped to embeddings using a graph encoder F. In this case, graph
views should have similar embeddings for the same vertex s𝑖 ∈ G and dissimilar embeddings
for different vertices.

The other model, GMEL, is specialized in prediction of commuting flows and learns embed-
dings of geographic units, like SI-GCN does. However, geographic units in graph representation
are census tracts instead of square grids. GMEL embeds the information using Graph Attention
Network (GAT), which is based on the idea that nearby units are more related than distant units
[18]. In the end, embeddings are used to train a gradient boosting machine (GBM) and predict
commuting flows. We would like to apply GMEL to use results as one of the baselines to RFN
and SARN.

3.2. Data Validation/Calibration

The next objective during the research is to find out how to validate emission data estimated from
trajectory data with the ground truth data. Several studies [16, 19, 20] try to assess estimated
emissions by comparing on-road estimations to on-road measurements only. Our aim is to go
further and validate emissions estimations using measurements from air pollution monitoring
stations or satellites. The reason for such a choice is that station and satellite measurements are
up-to-date and available for most cities. In a case of significant differences during the validation,
some calibration can be applied to improve the dataset.

However, there are a series of obstacles while comparing two different types of data. For
example, satellites offer emission maps, while vehicular emissions are represented on roads.
Also, emission maps represent pollution amounts from different sources (transportation, manu-
facturing, etc.). Moreover, the share of vehicular emissions received by roads can increase or
decrease depending on different factors, such as weather conditions (temperature, precipitation,
etc.). Yet, vehicles are the only source of some pollutants (such as NO𝑥) in non-industrial areas
of cities. Based on such pollutants, we can link road-level emissions to measured emissions in
non-industrial zones using machine learning or deep learning methods, which can consider
weather and other background parameters, too. In addition, the validation process can be
facilitated by comparing relative changes, instead of focusing on absolute values [20].

3.3. Application of the Emission Data on Urban Ecology

Another objective during the research is to see whether it is possible to decrease health costs of
vehicular emissions by applying sustainable urban planning and mobility policies. It is planned
to test the policy impact of changing urban configurations, like pedestrianizing streets, adding
bike lanes and relocation of traffic-attracting sites. During this process, a tool developed by
Yeghikyan et al. [21] can be used to assess the impact of green urban policies on the traffic
flow. This tool is based on spatial interaction models and neural networks and predicts how
traffic toward some point of interest may change after some urban project development in a



given location. Resulting traffic changes should be transformed into changes in air quality
using our “emission health cost model”. In order to measure the exposure to air pollution, it is
needed to integrate population density data [22] which is publicly available. Involvement of
epidemiologists would also be helpful to define threshold exposure levels, which vary depending
on the pollutant and environment. For example, threshold levels can be defined in a maximum
or average amount for a period from 8 hours to a year [10].

The expected impact of this project is the contribution to the development of sustainable
urban transportation and improvement of air quality in cities. This will be achieved through
accurate emission estimations of the vehicle fleet (using massive amounts of mobility data and
novel machine learning approaches) and generation of sustainable mobility policies.
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